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New York Yankees vs. Minnesota Twins 
 
The Yankees host the Twins in game 1 tonight. Yankees have a comfortable 4 game lead over Minnesota 
for the top AL Wild Card spot. Twins are 5-2 in their last 7 during game 1 of a series, but NY Yankees are 
4-1 in their last 5 during game 1 of a series, pretty much even! 
 
The Gematria (and its codes) are mixed today for this game as it benefits both teams somehow. The 
Twins could win their #79 game of the season, reversed Numerology of #97 today, but could also 
lose #72, reversed Numerology #27, in a day with Numerology of #27. The could also hold #23 wins and 
lose #22 vs LHP. Hence the Yankees, could pick up their #44 win at home, and hold #28 losses, but could 
also hold #82 season wins, in a day with Numerology# of #28! Jamie Garcia still hasn't won a game for 
NYY, so it might be a time for him to win one here, just to justify the Management's trade for him, and the 
spending a lot of money! Hence, if E. Santana wins today, his record will for the season will be 16-7 or 
#167, i.e., #39 Prime New York, so good #s for him to win, hence if he loses, his overall career losses will 
be 124 or #62 (x2), reversed #26 Numerology today, so that one is  "in play" also!  Santana's record 
against NYY is 1-3, negative! So, that's important! Jamie Garcia pitched well vs. the Twins, but if he loses 
and go to #55 losses, it will match the Numerology of #55 today; Hence, I've said, he needs to win a game 
for the Management to prove he was worth the money spent! He is also #34, so he could win his #68 win 
(#34x2) in his career today, and hold his#54 losses vs. #54 pitcher, Santana (if defeated!). Garcia held 
Tampa Bay Rays to 1 run the last time out! The English Kabbalah does not favor anyone. Santata in 
general, is a much better pitcher, so the game will be ultimately decided by the odds: 

 

Money Line: Garcia is @ (-155) very steady, that's good. Thus, so many players will take the underdog 
Santana, since they will believe he shall win because is a much better pitcher. This could be a trap for 
them (!!!) to have Santana with the (+) money today! 

 

Lastly: Twins are 14-39 in the last 53 meetings in New York, so they could hold the #14 wins vs. # 39 
New York, in a day with Numerology# of #28 (#14x2)!  
 

 

Bets: Bet365 users, we take the NY Yankees (+1.5) runs in the 1st (4 1/2 innings lines) @ 1.37 (-270), 
and then ALL Players we take the NY Yankees in the ML to win @ 1.64 (-155). Bovada players, 
you have no other options than taking the NY Yankees @ (-150) today! 
 

 

I hope they won't screw this game up, as it stands, I see the average players wagering on Santana and 
then eating some crow today... 
 

 

GOOD LUCK! 
Cheers! 
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